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HEAT FLOW IN A "BLIND" GEOTHERMAL AREA 
NEAR MARYSVILLE, MONTANAt 

DAVID D. BLACKWELL· AND CZANG-GO BAAGi 

A unique geothermal area has been discovered 
during the course 'of a regional heat-flow study 
using holes drilled for mineral exploration. There 
are no surface manifestations of abnormal sub
surface temperature in spite of the fact that at one 
locality a temperature of 58°C was measured at a 
dt:pth of only 220 n1. The area of anomalous heat 
flow straddles the Continental Divide near the 
old gold mining camp of Marysville, Mont. 
about 30 km northwest of Helena. Measured 
values of conducted heat flow range from 3,2 to 
19.5 ttcal/cm2 sec. The immediate source of the 
high heat flow is either an unexposed reservoir 
of thermal fluids or a very shallow still-cooling 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of an investigation of the 
regional heat-flow distribution in the north
western U. S., Blackwell (1969) found unusually 
high values of conducted heat flow (averaging 
6.5 ttcal/cm2 sec) at a locality about 30 km 
northwest of Helena, Mont., and 4.5 km west of 
the old gold mining camp of Marysville. Since 
that work, data have been obtained for an addi
tional eleven holes in four other areas as much 
as 4 km from the original locality, In all the drill 
holes a conducted heat flow well in excess of the 
regional background is indicated. The highest 
value is 19.5 ttcal/cm2 sec and is the highest 
reported continental value of conducted heat 
flow measured outside a known geothermal area. 
The average gradient at that locality is 240°Cjkm 
in rock with a thermal conductivity of about 
8 mcal/oC sec cm. In spite of extremely high 
gradients and resulting high temperatures at 

magma chamber. At the present time the magma 
chamber model is preferred. The presence of 
additional similar areas in the wes~-crn U, S. is 
suggested by the data from regional heat-flow 
studies. However, in most of theother areas only 
single anomalous heat-flow,,'value is available, 
whereas at Marysville a regibn of several tens of 
km 2 is known to have abnorm;d heat-flow values. 
It is suggested that temperature measurements 
should be made in available drill holes deeper 
than 30 m in the high heat-flow regions of the 
western U. S. as an inexpcnsive way to explore 
for other "blind" geothermal reservoirs. 

shallow depths, there arc no surface manifesta
tions of anomalous subsurface temperatures. The 
area appears to be unique in this respect and the 
object of this paper is to present the data and 
suggest some possible explanations for the high 
heat flow. The data have been mentioned briefly 
before (Blackwell, 1970), and the results reported 
here are preliminary in that additional work is 
in progress in the area. A gravity survey has 
been carried out, data arc being reduced, and 
shallow drilling « 150 m) is in progress. However, 
the presently available data are believed to be of 
sufficient interest to justify publication at this 
time. 

GEOLOGY 

The geology of the Marysville stock, which 
outcrops over an area of about 5 km 2 around the 
town of Marysville, was the subject of a classic 
paper by Barrell (1907). From mine workings he 

t Manuscript received by the Editor March 16, 1973; revised manuscript received April 17, 1973. 

• Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex. 75222 

t University of Texas at Dallas, Tex. 75230 
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FIG. 1. Location map and generalized geologic map of the MarysviJIe area (after Barrell, 1907; Ratcliffe, per· 
sonal comm.). The heavv lines are the trace of faults. The symbols Kgr, P,b, and Tv stand for Cretaceous grano· 
diorite (Marysville stock), Precambrian Belt Series, and Tertiary volcanics, respectively. Dikes and sills and a 
few small outcrops of Tv are not shown. Also not shown are Paleozoic sedimentary rocks lying unconformahly 
above the Belt Series in the southwest corner of the map, and Quaternary alluvium in Little Prickly Pear Creek at 
the northwest edge of the map. The light line outside the Kgr indicates the limit of contact metamorphosed Belt 
rock surrounding the Marysville stock' (Barrell, 1907). Locations of the drill holes are shown as solid dots. Th~ 
location of the centers of spherical magma chambers are shown as circled numbers. The numbers correspond to the 
models shown in Figure 10. 

developed detailed evidence supporting the 
stoping theory of magma emplacement. One of his 
figures is included in a widely used textbook on 
structural geology (Billings, 1954). More recently, 
aspects of the geology have been discussed by 
Knopf (1950), Mantei and Brownlow (1967), and 
Rostad (1969). M. Ratcliff (personal communica
tion, 1971) has mapped parts of the Ellison 15 
minutes, Canyon 7! minutes and Granite Butte 
7! minutes quadrangles, including part of the 
area mapped by Barrell (1907). The mapping of 
Ratcliff covers the area of anomalous heat flow 
values discussed here. 

The area location, generalized geologic informa
tion, and heat flow values are shown in Figure 1. 

Locations of the drill sites are shown on a general
ized topographic map o(the area in Figure 2. The 
bedrock in the area consists of Precambrian sedi
mentary rocks of the Belt Series (sec Ross, 1963). 
The two formations outcropping most extensively 
in the area. are Empire Shale and Helena Lime
stone. The shale is in most places a dense, blocky 
fracturing argillite. The limestone is actually a 

very impure limestone or dolomite with a silica 
content of about 33 percent (Knopf, 1950, p. 
837). In much of the area the limestone has been 
transformed into a dense low porosity calc-

. silicate hornfels. To the southwest Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks onlap the Belt rocks. 

The sedimentary rocks are cut by several age, 
of intrusive rocks! but the only exposed body oi 
any size is the Marysville stock which, becausr 
of its proximity and similarity in composition to 
rocks of the Boulder batholith, was presumed (0 

be of late Cretaceous age (Barrell, 1907; Knopf. 
1950). According to a potassium-argon determi
nation the age is 79 my (Baadsgaard et aI, 1961 
or about the age of older phases of the Boulder 
batholith and of the Elkhorn Mountains voi· 
canics (Tilling et ai, 1968). There are severa 
suites of dikes and sills both pre- and post 
emplacement of the Marysville st~ck. Severa: 
small outcrops of rhyolitic and dacitic volcanic· 
occur in the area and more extensive outcrop' 
occur to the north and south. These rocks may bf 
correlatives of the Lowland Creek volcanics l': 

I~IG. 2. Generalized topographic: . 
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FIG. 2. Generalized topographic map of the Marysville area. The contour interval is 500 ft (152 m). Locations 
of measured drill holes are shown as solid dots. Heat flow value for each locality is also shown. Units of heat flow 
are peal/em' sec . 

the Bdulder batholith region which are Eocene 
(49 my) in age (Smedes. and Thomas, 1965). 
However, Melson (1971) reported collection of a 
flora of probable Oligocene age from silt-stone 
beds in lavas near Little Prickly Pear Creek, just 
north of the Marysville district. In addition, drill 
holes at Empire Creek and Bald Butte cut small 
quartz porphyry stocks which have, respectively, 
little or no surface expression. The age of these 
intrusive rocks is Tertiary. The Bald Butte 
intrusive has been dated by potassium-argon 
techniques at 48 my (Rostad, 1969, and personal 
communication). 

The Marysville stock is surrounded by a broad 
belt of contact metamorphosed sedimentary rocks 
(see Figure 1),. and thus the stock may have a 
much greater subsurface extent than its present 
exposure would. indicatt:, particularly to the 
wcstwhere the contact belt is 2 km or more wide, 
and wllere dikes and sills are most abundant in the 
Belt rocks. The stock occupies the center of a 
structural and topographic high perhaps caused 
by doming associated with emplacement of the 
~tock. Most faults in the area are high angle 
faults, and some can be traced for several kilome
ters. Maximum displacements appear to be on 
the order of a few hundred feet. 

HEAT FLOW 

Temperature measurements are p~esented for 
15 drill holes (Figures 1 and 2) forming a rough 
triangle with sides of 5.3, 4.7, and 2.5 km (enclos
ing an area of about 30 km 2). The holes were all 
drilled for mineral exploration; access to the 

. holes and core for the~mal conductivity measure
ments \vas kindly granted by the companies and 
individuals involved in the exploration. The two 
drill holes with the highest values of heat flow are 
in a valley occupied by Empire Creek. Five with 
intermediate heat-flow values are on a topo
graphic feature called Bald Butte, and five with 
low (relative) heat-flow values arc near a small 
valley called Woodchopper Gulch. 

Data are also presented fortwo holes north of 
Ottawa Gulch and for a single hole on the Con
tinental Divide between Woodchopper Gulch and 
Bald Butte. Heat-flow values calculated at these 
last two points are con~idered to be of low relia
bility, however. Several holes are quite shallow 
« 100 m), but because of high gradients, surface 
effects are quickly overcome and similar gradients 
are observed in adjacent drill holes (Table 1). 

The largest uncertainty in the heat-flow deter
minations stems from the fact that many of the 
holes are inclined. Depths shown for all the in-

v r 
t , 
! 
I 
I 
I· 
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Table 1. Location, elevation, inclination, depth, thermal conductivity (K), gradient and heat flow. 
The depth range listed is the vertical depth below the surface for the inclined holes. 

locality 

Ottawa Gulch 
DDH-1 

DDH-2 

Mean Value 

Woodchopper G. 
DDH-3 

DDH-4 

DDH-5 
DDH-6 

DDH-1 

The values shown immediately below averages are standard error 

Depth Gradient 
[leY. Inclination range, K No' Unc. Corr. 

N. lat. W. long. meters degrees meters mcal/cmsecoC "C/km "C/km 

lIeat Flow 
Unc. Corr. 
fLcal/cm2sec 

46°44' 112"19' 

46°44' 112"19' 

1964 

1964 

1914 

1958 

1946 
1919 

1993 

45 

45 

45 

68 

45 
61 

70-135 

31-92 

18-64 

29-91 

21-130 
28-106 

90' 30-50 

1.50 
0.25 

(1.50) 

(1.48) 

1.48 
0.45 

6.89 
0.26 

(1.06)2 

12 31.1 42.3 2.18 3.18 
0.3 0.4 0.11 

35.3 43.1 (2.7) (3.2) 
0.4 0.5 

3.2 

46.0 61.1 (3.4) (4.6) 
1.1 

6 52.4 59.9 3.89 4.48 
1.1 1.8 0.31 

>50.9 
12 12.2 12.3 4.98 4.98 

0.3 0.3 0.21 
49.4 49.1 (3.4) (3.5) 
0.5 0.5 

Mean Value (DDH-4 and DDH-6) 4.7 

Continental Div. 
DDH-8 

Bald Butte 
DDH-9 

DDH-10 
DDH-11 

46°43' 112"19' 

46°43' 112~1' 

2016 

2043 

2092 
2001 

48 

90 

90 
70 

30-82 (1.06)2 

100-210 11.1 
0.8 

60-80 
52-281 

13 

63.0 70.5 (4.45) (5.0) 
0.9 1.0 

10.4 18.6 8.0 8.9 
2.1 2.3 0.2 

(65.5) 
13 12.5 80.5 6.38 7.10 

"ought" to be. Because der:::: 
sddom available to properr"
the dip of isothermal surfa:::::: 
holes, such heat .!low dete::-: 
sidered of lower precision t:::::: 
holes. 

The mechanical details::. 
;lnd reduction are summar
(1968b) and arc listed in T.:r..:::: 
are least-squares straight = 
temperature-depth data iD-~. 
The conductivity values fu=:J 

• I 
mOIllC averages. Standard e::::J 

neath the appropriate dam:::J 
shown for heat-flow values: I 

relate only to the internaL 
data. The water table varies:~: 
holes from about 20 to 50 rr::j 
be no systematic difference' 
or below water, gradients =:. 
water table arc not distinglII"::: 
heat-flow values, except tho::=:
and 15 were calculated as..,_ 
least-squares gradient ancL~ 
thermal conductivity. Heat,~ __ : 
three holes were calculate<L 
integral method. 

8.42 
0.36 
9.02 
0.58 
1.28 
0.62 
8.083 

0.28 

0.5 0.9 .01 , 

Topographic corrections h= 
all the drill holes for which i:::~: 
calculated. The correction W-~-
conventional way (Birch, lif.:: 
only to a distance of 2 kn:::"_ 
yariation of the geotherm=
possible recent nature of th::: 
make the assumptions nec= 
a terrain correction, tenuo11:'.:_ 
tainly the close-in topogr.r= 
hence the correction was a::-: 

DDH-12 

DDH-13 

Mean Value 

Empire Creek 
DDH-14 

DDH-15 

Best Value 

46°45' 112°22' 

1 Number of conductivity samples. 

2043 90 

1921 55 

1654 45 

1654 90 

100-280 

140-250 

88-164 

164-193 

160-220 

16.4 
0.2 
l.69 
0.12 
8.12 
0.15 

13 72.5 79.9 6.68 7.351 
1.6 1.5 0.15 

8 83.9 81.9 6.27 6.12 i 

27 

1 

1.2 8~:~ 0.16 6.5 I 
0.1 I 

83.1 74.8 13.1 12.3
1 1.2 1.5 0.2 

5 111.2 166.1 13 2 123/ 

7 26~:~ 24~:: 2~:~ 19:5 
1.5 0.9 0.5 

19.5 

2 km. 

OUawa Gulch 

2Harmonic average of conductivity measurements for OOH.4 and OOH·S 
3Average of Helena "limestone" conductivities only. 

I 

The lowest value of heat =: 
:'Ifarysville area is in DDIL_ 
(see Figure 1). The hole 
morphosed Empire Shale. Tl:.'. 
CUrve is shown in Figure 3. ';: 
value of heat flow is 3.2J.1caL 
Hllated about 0.5 km north 

elined drill holes are vertical depths from the 
surface above the point of temperature measure
ment. The quantil)' desired for the heat flolV 
is the vertical gcothermal gradient, but the pro-

cedure used to obtain V('rtical depth from lateral 
depth along t hc drill hole is succt'ssful only if the 
isotherms are horizontal. Experience shows that 
isotherms arc seldom horizontal, even when they 

('n Woodchopper Gulch ana.. -
,ide so the vertical gradi~:
dttermined. DDH-2 is abou 
hillside west of DDH-l, with~: 
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Heat Flow 

(K), gfadie~t and heat flow 
lOf the inclined holes 'j "ought" to be. Because detailed informatl'on I'S db' d I c=dard error . an eanng an t lUS furnishes redundant gradi-

GrlNfient 

ieldom available to properly take into account cnt data. The conductivity for DDH-2 is as
- the dip of isothermal surfaces in inclined drill sumed to be the same as in DDH-l because no 

Heat Flow I holes, such heat flow determinations arc con- samples were available from DDH-2. 
Unc. Corr!' I d fl" h' . 1 d . __ ~_~_..:.:.::.=--...:fL~,:ca:'/:cm:2~seC'" ! ,IC ere 0 ower preCISIOn t an III vertlca nIl W oodclzopper Gulch -I holes. The mechanical details of data acquisition Five drill holes were measured in a relatively 

Not Unc. Corr. 
"Clkm "C/km 

12 37.1 
0.3 

35.3 
0.4 

46.0 
1.1 

42.3 
0.4 

43.1 
0.5 

61.7 

2.78 3.18 I and reduction are summarized by Roy et al small cluster. The temperature-depth curves are 
~;~;) (3.21\i (1968b) and are listed in Table 1. The gradients shown in Figure 4. All the drill holes are in Helena 

are least-squares straight lines fitted to the Limestone which is less metamorphosed and im-
3.21 temperature-depth data in the given interval. pure than at the Bald Butte locality. All the 

The conductivity values listed are mean har- drill holes are relatively shallow and all (excepting 
(3.4) (4.6)' monic averages. Standard errors are shown be- DDH-7) are inclined. The temperatures in the 

6 52-4 

I neath the appropriate data entry. The errors deepest hole (DDH-5) are disturbed by water 
59.9 3.89 4.48! shown for heat-flow values are statistical and entering the drill hole at the water table, about 
1.8 0.31 I relate only to the internal consistency of the 50 m, and f'xiting at 113 m (vertical depths). The 1.1 

>50.9 
12 72.2 72.3 4.98 

0.3 0.3 0.21 
49.4 49.7 (3.4) 
0.5 0.5 

. _ f data. The water table varies in depth in the drill effect of the water circulation reaches all the 
4.98 i holes from aboqt 20 to 50 m. As there seems to way to the bottom of the drill hole, however, so 

f be no systematic difference in gradients above only a lower limit for the gradient can be estab
(3.5) I or below water, gradients above and below the lished. Drill holes 3 and 7 are extremely shallow 
47 water table are not distinguished in Table 1. All and 3 is disturbed by water flow, so the heat-flow 

63.0 70.5 
0.9 1.0 

13 70.4 78.6 
2.1 2.3 

(65.5) 
13 72.S 80.5 

0.5 0.9 
13 72.5 79.9 

1.6 1.5 
8 83.9 81.9 

1.2 1.1 
27 80.2 

0.7 

7 83.7 74.8 
1.2 1.5 

5 177.2 166.1 
2.5 2.4 

7 267.3 240.4 
1.5 0.9 

. heat-flow values, except those for DDH-12, 14, values are not included in the average. 
and 15 were calculated as the product of the The heat-flow values for the two drill holes 

(4.45) (5.0) least-squares gradient and average harmonic (DDH-4 and DDH-6) which are thought to be 
thermal conductivity. Heat-flow values in these the most reliable because of their depth, gradient 
three holes were calculated by the resistance-" linearity and sample availability, differ by about 
integral method. 10 percent. The holes are less than 200 m apart 8.9 8.0 

0.2 Topographic corrections have been applied to and have the same bearing and inclination so 
all the drill holes for which heat-flow values were neither value is favored over the other. The best 

6.38 7.10 lid h I f \IT d h G I h .07 ca cu ate . T e correction was calculated in the va ue or i\ 00 copper u c is the mean of 
6.68 7.35 conventional way (Birch, 1950), but was carried DDH-'l and DDH-6: 4.7/-1cal/cm

2 
sec. 

0.15 only to a distance of 2 km. The rapid lateral COlltillClllal Divide 
6.27 6.12 variation of the geothermal gradient and the 
0.16 possible recent nature of the heat flow anomaly 

6.5 make the assumptions necessary for calculating 

13.7 
0.2 

13.2 
0.4 

12.3 

12.3 

21.7 19.5 
0.5 

19.5 

a terrain correction, tenuous at best. But cer
tainly the close-in topography has an effect; 
hence the correction was arbitrarily carrie"d'to 
2 km. 

Ollawa GulcTt 

Temperatures were measured in a single drill 
hole (DDH-8) on the Continental Divide be
tween Woodchopper Gulch and Bald Butte. The 
hole is inclined at a rather shallow angle, thus 
the uncertainty in the vertical gradient is large. 
Because no thermal conductivity samples were 

, collected, the average conductivity for DDH-4 
and DDH-6 is used to calculate a heat-flow value. 
The uncertainty of the determination is quite 
high and the value is an estimate at best. 

Bald Billie 
Temperatures were measured in five drill holes. 

vertical depth from lateral 
ole is successful only if the 
al. Experience sho\\'s that 
lorizon tal, even when they 

The lowest value of heat flow available in the 
Marysville area is in DDH-l on Ottawa Gulch 
(see Figure 1). The hole cuts contact meta
morphosed Empire Shale. The temperature-depth' 
curve is shown ill Figure 3. The terrain corrected 
value of heat flow is 3.2/-1cal/cm2 sec. The hole is 
isolated about 0.5 km north of the group of holes 
on Woodchopper Gulch and inclined into a hill
side so the vertical gradient is rather poorly I (iPtermincd. DDH-2 is about 100 m along the I hill,id, ""t.1 DOH-I, with th",nw iodinoti.o 

Heat-flow values, uncorrected for topography, 
have already been published (Blackwell, 1969, p. 
995, and Figure 5) for three of the drill holes 
(DDH-9, 11, 12). Temperatures were also mea
sured in DDH-IO and DDH-13' (Figure 5). 
DDH-tO is vcry shallow and a heat-flow value is 
not calculated; however, the heat flow in DDII-13 

~ 

'-~ 

'i 
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FIG. 3. Temperature-depth curves for the Ottawa Gulch (DDH-l, and DDH-2) 
and Continental Divide (DDH-8) localities. 

is calculated and included in the average. Two 
series of temperature-depth measurements are 
plotted for DDH-13. During the first logging, a 
small water flow was issuing from the collar. 
Before the second logging, the water flow had 
stopped. The logs clearly indicate the entry of 
water into the drill hole at 130 m. The drill holes 
cut hornfelsed Helena Limestone, which in this 
locality was quite silty and has been transformed 
into a dark rock composed of calc-silicate minerals 
cut by numerous quartz veins. 

DDH-9 cuts the small porphyry stock in
truding the Helena (Rostad, 1969) and has a 
similar gradient to the remainder of the drill 
holes, but a higher conductivity and thus a higher 
heat flow. This heat flow has not been included in 
the average as it is assumed to be a refractive 
effect. The shape of the stock is similar to a 

needle and so the heat flow around the stock will 
not be affected measurably by its presence. Thus, 
the true regional heat flow in DDH-9 is given by 
the Helena conductivity and the observed gradi
ent. 

The terrain~corrected heat-flow values have 
a greater scatter than the uncorrected data. 
However, the terrain-corrected gradients, unlike 
the uncorrected gradients, do not differ at a 1 " 
con"fidence limit and heat-flow differences are due 
to conductivity alone. Therefore, the best value 
of 'heat flow for the locality' is taken as the 
harmonic mean of all the Helena Limestone con
ductivities in DDH-ll, 12, and 13, and the 
arithmetic mean of the geothermal' gradients in 
DDH-9, 11, 12, and 13. The best value of heat 
flow corrected for nearby topography is 6.5 
Ilcalj cm 2 sec. 
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+
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.c .... 
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100 
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J 50 '--:1--'>----1--

FIG. 4. Temperature-depth 
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o 

100 

200 

FIG. 5. Temperature-depth CUT' 

depth curves for D 
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FIG. 4. Temperature-depth curves for the Woodchopper Gulch locality (DDH-3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). 
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FIG. 5. Temperature-depth curves for DDH-lO, 12, and 13 at the Bald Butte locality. Temperature
depth curves for DDH-9, 11, and 12 are shown in Blackwell (1969, Figure 5). 
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FIG. 6. Temperature-depth curves for DDH-14 (circles) and DDH-15 (triangles) at the Empire Creek locality. 
Bar graphs of gradient, thermal conductivity, and heat flow are shown for DDH-14. A bar graph of gradient for 
DDH-15 (dashed curve) is also included. The solid squares represent depths of thermal conductivity measurement 
and spot heat flow values for DDH-15. Not all available conductivity measurements for the hole are shown, how-
ever, as some are below the interval plotted. . 

Empire Gulch 

The two drill holes (DDH-14 and DDH-1S) cut 
a small quartz porphyry stock below a quartz cap. 
The two units are clearly shown in the bar 
graphs of gradient and thermal conductivity 
(Figure 6). The lower part of the quartz cap is 
horizontal because, although the thermal con
ductivity is twice as high in the quartz cap as in 
the porphyry (determined as the harmonic mean 
of the samples from DDH-14. and DDH-15), 
the heat flow is exactly the same (Table 1)! The 
rock cut by the intrusive is Empire Shale dipping 
less than 30 degrees. Similar rocks (Belt Series 
argillites) elsewhere for which data are available 
have conductivities in the range of 7-8 mcal/cm 
sec °C (Blackwell, 1969, unpublished), as does the 
Empire Shale in DDH-1 in Ottawa Gulch. Thus, 
thermal conductivity of the quartz porphyry 
and shale are similar and the heat flow, although 
measured in thc porphyry, cannot .havc a signi
ficant rdraction component. 

Possible errors introduced by calculating ver-

tical gradients from inclined drill holes ar; clear 
at this locality. The isothermal surfaces are dip
ping in the direction of the inclination of DDH-14 
so the calculated "vertical" gradient differs from 
the true vertical gradient by 35 percent. The 
inclination of the isothermal surfaces is into a 
hillside, contrary to the expected behavior. Thus, 
the best value of heat flow is the one measured in 
the vertical drill hole (DDH-1S). That value is 
19'.S /-'cal/cm2 sec. 

ORIGIN OF ANOMALOUS HEAT-FLOW VALUES 

A summary of heat flow, gradient, and con
ductivity information for cach of the five locali
ties is shown in Table 2. Thc regional heat floW 
in western Montana is "high" and is about 1.9 
/-'cal/cm 2 sec (Blackwell, 1969 and unpublished 
data); thus the lowest value of heat flow measured 
in thc Marysville area is almost twice the back· 
ground. Thc "anomalous" gradient at each 
locality (which is the number to be llsed in the 
interpretation section) is obtained by subtracting 
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Table 2. Heat flow, thermal conductivity, gradient, and anomalous gradient 

Anomalous 
No. Heat Gradient 
of Flow K Gradient °C/km 

locality Holes p.cal/cm2sec /Lcal/cmsecoC °C/km (±percent) 

Ottawa Gulch 2 3.2 
Woodchopper Gulch 2 4.7 
Continental Divide (5.0) 
Bald Butte 4 6.5 
Empire Creek 19.5 

the gradient corresponding to a background heat 
flow of 1.9 /Lcal/cm2 sec and the in-situ thermal 
conductivity, from the observed gradient. The 
results are shown in Table 2. The error band which 
should be associated with the "anomalous" gradi
ent is difficult to estimate. A figure of ± 5 percent 
is probably reasonable for the Empire Creek, 
Bald Butte, and Woodchopper Gulch localities. 
For the Ottawa Gulch and Continental Divide 
localities the band migh t be as large as ± 25 per
cent. Hence, in subsequent sections, the models 
are constrained primarily by the Empire Creek, 
Bald Butte, and Woodchopper Gulch data. 

The observed heat-flow pattern, with the excep
tion of the Ottawa Gulch locality, is compatible 
with sources of simple shape. If the heat flow at 
the Ottawa Gulch locality is valid, then the 
source cannot have a simple shape because 
Ottawa Gulch is closer to Empire Creek than is 
Woodchopper Gulch. However, because of the 
lack of data available to fully define a source 
shape and because the heat-flow value at Ottawa 
Gulch is not well determined, the value there will 
be neglected in the following sections. Nonethe
less, the value in Ottawa Gulch may indicate a 
complicated source shape. 

For purposes of the discussion, some limits 
need to be put on the minimum depth to the 
source of the anomaly. Informatir·n on the maxi
mum depth comes from the succeeding analysis. 
DDH-15 was drilled to a depth of almost 550 m 
and remained in quartz porphyry to the total 
depth. The hole was supposed to have been cased 
with iron pipe to 440 m, but for unknown reasons 
the temperature probes will not go below 220 m. 
Extrapolation of the observed gradient implies a 
bottom-hole temperature of 1,10-150°C. Had a 
water reservoir at such temperatures been pene-

7.50 42.7 17.4± 25 
7.06 . 66.6 39.7±5 

(7.06) 70.5 43.6±25 
8.08 80.2 56.7±5 
8.12 240.4 217,0±5 

trated, there would have been no doubt about 
it. This evidence, plus the fact that local relief 
over the anomaly exceeds 500 m, suggests that 
the minimum depth to the top of the source must 
be in excess of 550 m in Empire Creek. . 

Because of the size and strength of the anomaly, 
explanations such as refraction, radioactive 
sources, or oxidization of sulfides can be ruled out. 

_ The only reasonable explanations are a buried 
reservoir of thermal fluid or a buried, still cooling 
magma chamber! On the basis of presently 
available data, either hypothesis could explain 
the data so both will be discussed. 

Hot water reservoir 

In other areas where high values of conducted 
heat flow similar to the value in Empire Creek 
have been measured, their origin has been at
tributed or proved to be convection at depth 
of heated groundwater (see for example, Helge
son, 1968; White et aI, 1971). In fact, Rikitake 
(1959) developed a model (to be used in the 
following section) for a spherical magma chamber, 
in order to explain a heat-flow value of 12 /Lcal/ 
cm2 sec. However, from the results of the model 
he concluded that the chamber would have to be 
at an unreasonably shallow depth (in his case) 
for heat-flow value to be explained by such a 
model. Thus, he concluded that the value was due 
to convecting groundwater. 

In the Marysville area there is no obvious 
reservoir in the area where high values are ob
served, and there are no surface manifestations 
of high-temperature fluid at depth (such as hot 
or warm springs or recent volcanics). In fact, 
there are few large springs at all in the district. 
The country rocks (Precambrian sediments of 
the Belt Series) are extremely impermeable except 
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for permeability due to interconnected fractures. 
The anomalous heat-flow values are separated by 
a distance of over 5 km and do not appear to have 
any systematic structural relationships with 
mapped geology or faults. In order to explain 
the spread of heat-flow data, any reservoir must 
have a lateral extent of several kilometers, but 
no obvious possibilities appear in the geology; 
lack of thermal springs argues against the pres
ence of a high degree of fracture porosity in the 
rocks of the area. 

In the rank of pure speculation, it might be 
possible that regional low-angle thrust faults of 
large displacement, mapped to the east, extend 
beneath the :Marysville district and that a suit
able reservoir might be fractured rock along, or 
permeable Paleozoic carbonates below, the thrust 
fault. The zone of thrust faulting is continuous 
with that to the north (Robinson et aI, 1968) 
which includes the Lewis Overthrust of the 
Glacier Park area and the IvfcConnell Overthrust 
in Canada. Demonstrated net slips of 45 km or 
more are available for these faults (see Fox, 
1959). The nearest mapped, large displacement 
thrust fault to the Marysville district is the 
Eldorado thrust fault just west of Wolf Creek, 
Montana (Schmidt, 1963) approximately 40 km 
to the northeast. The Eldorado thrust has a 
stratigraphic throw of several kilometers, but the 
net slip is unknown. 

Assuming a suitable reservoir is present, little 
can be said about its temperature, size, and depth 
because of lack of data. If the observed gradients 
in Empire Creek extend only 500 m below the 
maximum depth of DDH-15 and the reservoir is 
present at that depth, the temperature would be 
on the order of 250°C, or about as high as ob
served in other presently known geothermal areas. 
If the reservoir is beneath a regional thrust fault, 
then measurements presented here would reflect 
conducted heat flow in the impermeable cap 
over the reservo'ir and indicate the pattern of 
convection in the reservoir. 

Buried magma chamber 

In view of tht' lack of evidence for a hot water 
reservoir, other possibilities ought to be con
sidered. Recent studies of gt'othermal systems 
suggest that the source of heat for such systems 
must be magma chambers at depths of several 
kilometers (Bodvarsson, 1970; for example). 
Therefore, it seems reasonable that other magma 

chambers may be present whose heat is not tapped 
by groundwater because of lack of water or im
permeability of wall rocks. The Marysville 
anomaly may represent one such area. 

Three very simple models will be discussed: in
finite, semiinfinite, and spherical instalttaneous 
(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959, p. 255) heat sources. 
The semiinfinite model represents the maximum 
(and undoubtedly unrealistic) size for the causa
tive body while the spherical model represents 
much smaller body size. The models assume uni
form thermal properties for magma and wall 
rocks, a temperature of intrusion of 1000 or 
1300°C, simple conductive cooling and a siltgle 
pulse of magma intrusion. The ground surface 
temperature (a planar surface is assumed in the 
calculation) is kept constant for all time by use of 
the method of images. Details of the solidification 
of a magma chamber (such as a convection in a 
cooling magma) are ignored, as is detailed consid
eration of the effect of the latent heat of solidifica
tion. Jaeger (1965) notes that for instantaneous 
models the initial temperature used can account 
approximately for effects of latent heat if, instead 
of melting temperature Tm, the initial tempera
ture used is To=Tm+L/c; where L is the latent 
heat and c is the specific heat of the magma. So for 
a latent heat of 50 cal/gm, and a specific heat of 
0.2 cal/gmOC, To= Tm+250°C. Thus, the as
sumed initial temperatures correspond roughly to 
melting temperatures of granites and gabbros. 
Such simple models are justified only by the lack 
of information on possible composition of the 
magma (and thus the initial temperature), phys
ics of solidification in a magma chamber, and lack 
of detailed surface data to limit possible model 
shapes or histories. 
. An interesting relationship can be derived for 
the maximum gradient at the surface of a plane 
layer, initially at T= O°C everywhere, overlying a 
half-space with an initial temperature of To 
(temperature at time=O), followed by subsequent f 
simple conductive cooling with the upper surface I 
of the plane layer remaining at T=:=O°C. It is 
merely 

(J)/ (dT/dz)z=o = 0.48(To/H), 

where (dT /dz)z~o is the surface gradient, and !I I 
is the ·thickness of the capping layer. Thus, the 
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approximately one-half the initial- temperature 
divided by the depth to the top of the chamber. 
The timing of the appearance of -the maximum 
gradient at the surface (and the variation with 
time of the gradient) is a function of the diffusiv
ity of the material. The times at which models 
with various capping layer thicknesses and initial 
temperatures would satisfy the observed gradient 
at the Empire Creek locality are shown in Figure 
7. The diffusivity assumed is 0,015 cm2/sec. For 
the one-dimensional instantaneous model, the 
maximum possible depth to the top of the cham
ber is only 2.4 km if To is 1000°C, and less than 
3.0 km if To= 1300°C (Figure 7). The magnitude 
of the anomalous gradient at the Empire Creek 
locality represents a severe constraint on the 
depth to the source of the anomaly. The age of 
the intrusion could range from a few thousand to 
150,000 years based on this model. 

The maximum depth to the corresponding 
chamber, if it has existed long enough to reach 
steady state, is just over twice the depth for the 
instantaneous model with the same To because 
the gradient in the steady-state case will be 

(dT/dz)z=o;" (To/H), (2) 

where the symbols are the same as in equation (1). 
The data from Woodchopper Gulch and Bald 

Butte indicates that one boundary of the body 
must be between those two localities and the Em
pire Creek site, however. A model which maxi
mizes the size of the body is one which assumes 
the body to be infinite in extent to the north 
south, and west and to have a boundary strikin~ 
northwest-southeast or north-south betwcen Em
pire Creek and ,Bald Butte. For simplicity the 
body will be assumed to have a vertical plane 
boundary between Empire Creek and Bald Butte. 
The gcomctry of the model for which calculations 
are made is shown in Figure 8. Also shown in Fig
ure 8 are the gradients from the threc localities 
with highest-quality data projected onto north
west-southeast and north-south cross·sections. 
For a few classes of instantaneous models, i.e., 
those that can be made up of a product of one
dimensional solutions, thc shape of the surface 
gradient curve uniquely ~ives the timc of intru
sion as well as informal iOIl which can be lIsed to 
Jllltlimits on tht' depth to the top of the bod\' and 
its thickness. Thc geometry shown in Fig~lre 8 
has been analyzed by Simlllons (11)67). F;)r the 
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. FIG. 7. Plot showing locus of time when an infinite 
lllstantaneous (see text) magma chamber with a roof 
of thickness given by the ordinate value and with the 
specified, initial temperature would have a surface 
gradient of 220°C/km. The dotted line is the locus of 
the time of maximum gradient for a given roof thick
ness. 

class of models shown, the surface gradient' is 
given by 

To 
(dT/dz)z=o = -= (e-z2f4kl - e-z2f4kl) 

2ydt 2 1 (3) 

. {1 + erf[x/(4kt)lf2]}, 

where Zz and Zl are the depths to the bottom and 
top of the body, respectively, and k is thermal 
diffusivity. If ;\'0 is the distance from the mid
point of the anomaly (.r = 0 in Figure 8) required 
for the anomaly to drop to 52 percent of the mid
point value, then the time since intrusion is 

2 
to = xo/k. (4) 

With t=/o, equation (3) for the maximum ampli
tude at any time becomes 

Gm = (tiT /dz)mnx 

= ~_ (e-z2/4r2 _ e-z2/4r2) (5) 
:roy; 2 0 1 o' 

So from the anomaly shape and magnitude, a 
unique iiull' (assllmin~ the shape is exactly k"nown 
and the asslImed m(ldel is identical to the causa
tive body) and an infinite set of (ZI, Z2) can be 
found which will sati~f)' the anomaly. The am-
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FIG. 8. Anomalous gradient data from Empire Creek, Bald Butte, and Woodchopper Gulch projected onto north
south (dashed) and northwest-southeast (solid) cross-sections. The size of the symbol is proportional to the un· 
certainty of measurement. The interpretational model is shown in the left corner. Models A and B are discussed 
in the text (see also Figure 9). 

biguity is illustrated in Figure 9 which is a con
tour plot of To/G",xo as a function of scaled depth 
to the top of the body (ZI/XO) and scaled body 
thickness [(131- Z2)/X]. As the figure illustrates, 
for a given anomaly and values for Xo, Gm, and To, 
there are many pairs of Zl and 'Z2 which will sat
isfy the observations. 

horizontal, are insensitive to the thickness of J" 

the body. 
For this model to be applicable, the extent of 

the body does not have to be infinite to the north
west, northeast, and southwest. If the plan section 
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In order to apply the model, the data shown in 
Figure 8 were used to define an anomaly curve. 
The shape of the anomaly implied by the north
south projection (dashed line) is not similar to 
those generated by the model considered here 
because of the tail of the anomaly, whereas the 
data projected onto the northwest-southeast 
profile are consistent with such a model. Two
interpretations of the possible anomaly shape are 
shown in Figure 8 (indicated by A and B). Curve 
A has values of Xo, to, and Gm equal to 1.1 ± 0.1 km, 
25,200 ± 7000 years, and 225"C/km, respectively, 
while curve B has values of 1.35±0.15 km, 
38,OOO± 10,000 years and 250°C/km. The range 
of values of the quantity To/Gmxo are shown in 
Figure 9 for those two models assuming values of 
To to be between 1000 and 1300°C. Values of the 
parameter zl/.ro less than 0.6 can be ruled out by 
the drill hole in Empire Creek. Models with ZI/XO 

greater than 1.5-2.0 (the exact value depends on 
the value of To/Gmxo) where the contours become 

(f;) 
'e:i"~ 

.:w:: 

FIG. 9. Contour plot of the dimensionless parameter 
To/Gmxo as a function of scaled depth to top of the 
body (ZI/XO) and thickness of the body (Z2-ZI)/XO) 
for the model shown in Figure 8. The dashed curves 
correspond to the range of parameters which would 
generate anomaly curves A and B in Figure 8, 
assuming To's of 1000°C and 1300°C. 
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I to furnish constraints upon this sort of model. 
A final model to be considered, and the one 

that probably comes closest to being a physically 
reasonable model, is a spherical source. As before, 
the calculation is for installtan,:ous intrusion and 
subsequent conductive cooling. The equations 
describing the surface gradient and the internal 
temperature of such a source have been derived 
by Rikitake (1959). The initial temperature is 
assumed to be 1300°C and the diffusivity and 
other assumed quantities are as before. With this 
model, and the above conditions, no single source 
with center to the northwest of the Empire Creek 
determination will satisfy the observed gradient 
data; if the source is spherical, the axis of the 
sphere must lie between Bald Butte and 'Empire 
Creek. The results of the calculations, and the 
models, for three cases that satisfy the gradient 
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I~IG. 10. Spherical magma chamhcrs, calculated sur~ 
face gradients, and observed data (dotted and dashed 
lines). Assumed difTusivity is 0.015 cm2/sec. Model 1 
has a magma chamber 3 kill in radius, center buried 
Hl km, and 40,000 years old. Model 3 is the same as 
:\!odel 1, but wilh an age of 60,000 years. 1\lodel 2 
has a magma chamber 4 kill in radius; center buried 
5.5 kill and age of 40,000 ycars. 
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FIG. 11. Current and initial temperatures in the 
magma chamber for the three spherical models (Figure 
10). 

data, are shown in Figure 10. In cases 1 and 3 the 
chambers are 3 km in diameter, .buried 1 km be
neath the surface, and have ages of 40,000 and 
60,000 years, respectively. In case 2, the chamber 
is 4 km in radius, buried 1.5 km and has an age 
of 40,000 years. The surface projections of the 
centers of these chambers are shown as circled 
numbers in Figure 1. Figure 11 shows calculated 
temperatures in the chamber for the three spheri
cal models. It must be reemphasized that the 
initial assumptions and model upon which these 
examples are based are tenuous at best and give 
only order of magnitude estimates of possible sub
surface conditions. 

HEAT·I'LOW DETERMINATIONS IN 
SHALLOW BOREHOLES 

Theoretically, it should be possible to make 
heat-flow measurements with only a single logging 
in boreholes deeper than 20 m, the depth at which 
the temperature variation due to the seasonal air 
temperature variation becomes negligible for 
typical values of thermal properties (sec Lovering 
and Goode, 1963, for a detailed discussion). In 
practice, heat· flow measurements may not be 

, :' 
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considered reliable unless the holes are 200-300 m 
deep (see Birch, 1960). The gradients mea
sured in the shallow parts of drill holes (even 
in regions of gentle topography) often depart 
remarkably from those measured deeper in the 
drill holes, particularly in regions of low to normal 
heat flow. These "anomalous" shallow gradients 
have been attributed to:onductive effects such 
as recent climatic changes or to nonconductive 
effects such as "water circulation" (Diment, 
1964; detailed discussion by Birch, 1966). Water 
circulation between fracture zones or aquifers cut 
by a drill hole is readily identifiable by the stair 
step nature of the temperature depth curves 
(Birch 1966, Figure 8; DDH-5 at Woodchopper 
Gulch, etc.). It is now clear that most other effects 
not directly attributable to obvious water circula
tion in the drill hole are related to steady state or 
transient variations in ground surface tempera
ture due to vegetation contrasts (Hyndman and' 
Everett, 1968; Roy et aI, 1972). In the con
terminous U.S., at least, general climatic effects 
do not seem to be present. Vegetation contrasts 
can cause ground surface temperature variations 
of up to 2°C over a lateral distance of a few tens 
of meters (sec Poley and Van Stevenick, 1970). 
The resulting effect on geothermal gradients can 
be as much as ± 20°Cjkm at shallow depths, but 
the most drastic cases can be easily recognized 
(as when the hole is drilled in a small clearing, for 
example) and a correction applied. Furthermore, 

in geothermal areas the enhancement of heat flow 
(and thus of gradie'nt) may be 2-10 times Ilormal, 
and thus the gradient error from such effects will 
be nlucl~ less than in the eastern U.S., for example. 

l\Ieasurements were made in most of the drill 
holes at Marysville beginning at 10 m. Compari. 
sons of the uncorrected interval average gradient 
between approximately 20 and 40 m and the un· , 
corrected least-squares gradient in the segment 
of the drill hole used for the heat-flow calculation 
(Table 1) are shown in Table 3 for the drill holes 
for which data are available. The results are en
couraging for the possibilities of making gradient 
measurements in shallow holes. The difference 
between the two gradients for each drill hole ' 
(column 5) includes the effects of possible conduc
tivity variations (in general, no thermal conduc
tivity samples were collect~d from as shallow as i 

4Q m), water table effects (the water tables in the 
h~le!; range from a few meters to 50 m or so), dif
ferent depth weight of topographic effects, and i 
errors of calculation as well. Clearly it should be If 
possible to make heat flow measurements in shal
low holes when gradients are high and rocks are 
impermeable. 

Even where gradient~ are high, vegetation con
trast effects can still be significant. Some of the 
scatter of uncorrected gradients at the Wood
chopper Gulch locality is due to such effects, 
These contrasts are indicated by the difference in 
extrapolated surface temperatures between the I 

pairs of holes DDH-6 and DL 
tTees) and DDH-3 and DDHcc 
clearing) even thol)gh the drill he. 
onl:' hundred meters apart. Til,:::: 
r('cted for the vegetation contra:::-. 
phy differ by much less than the. 

Thus it seems that, given. ape::. 
liolls not as restrictive as prev_ 
geothermal gradients can be me2.~. 
drill holes whicInvill be in reasc, 
with those measured at greater ae':. 

tions are that the hole not be it=. 
relief, that no obvious shallov 
moving groundwater be present
lions in surface temperature at:.. 
contrasts or other effects (lake5_ 
cities, etc.) are not present. To 
the gradient anomalies caused 
perature variations can be re~. 
the chances for making a 
measurement are improved IT 
higher than normal and if mor. 
in a given area is available. The:::.-.; 
supported by data from a study '._ 
gradient and heat flow in SOUL 

'I Table 3. Comparison between uncorrected shallow gradients (between approximately 20 and 40 m) , 
and the uncorrected least-squares gradients used to calculate heat flow values (Table 1) f 

. where elevation, vegetation, arc... 
are in general not present (see£· 
well, 1973). The rocks are mo!O,: .. 
consolidated lake bed deposit5_ 
canics with low thermal conducLL. 
gradient, even for a background.:.._ 
1.5 pcaljcm2 sec, is 4Q-50°Cjkc:: 
almost without exception, the ~:.. 
cnt is sensibly constant from ap,-=
to (in the absence of conduc~ 
the total depth of the drill hole. 

gDH No. 

2 
3 
4 

6 
7 
8 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Shallow Gradient 
DC/km 

30.6 
35.8 
48.9 
49.4 
70.9 
45.5 
57.2 
64.5 
85.0 
67.5 
76.5 

180.3 

Depth InlervaJ1 
meters 

70-135 
31~92 

18-64 
29-97 
28-106 
3D-50 
30-82 
60-80 
52-281 

100-280 
140-250 
164-193 

15 231.5 160-220 
lValues apply to the uncorrected least·squares gradients. 

Uncorrected 
Gradient· 

DC/km 

37.1 
35.3 
46.0 
52.4 
72.2 
49.4 
63.0 
65.5 
72.5 
70.3 
83.9 

177.2 
267.3 

Difference 
Percent 

-17.5 
+1.4 
+6.3 
-6.7 
-1.8 
-7.9 
-9.2 
-1.5 

+17.2 
-4,0 
-8.8 
+1.7 

-13.4 

, 

i 
f 

I , 

I 
I 
J 

I 

DISCUSSION 

The unique feature of the ivL 
is that there are .no surface 
anomalous subsurface temperaL-. 
heat flow 10 times the regionai 
area of high heat flow is of inte 
contribution to the understanlli_ 
structure of the crust and from 
a source of thermal energy. 

Many other "blind" geother:: 
the one described here undouGc 
western U.S, Regional heat flo 
area have delineated three brae'.. 
heat flow (Roy et ai, 1968b, 
~911). The average regional II 
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-'11 areas the enhancement of hi. ' , . 
gradient) rna b 2 . eat flo'\ paIrs of holes DDH-6 and DDH-7 (3SC, In 

,'o-radient err y f~ -10 tImes norma. trees) and DDH-3 and DDH-4 (S.O°C, in a 
b or 10m slIch effect ,'; . . ' 

wan in the e t' U s \\ I.. cleanng) even though the dnll holes are less than 
as ern .S fo 1 ',. 

-~nts were m d' "r. examp { one hundred meters apart. The gradIents cor-
,a e III most of th d" . 

~,-sviIle beg,"n·. e fJ.' rccted for the vegetatIOn contrasts and topogra-
. nlllg at 10 m Co " . 

,.Dcorrected int I .. mpan phy differ by much less than the raw data. 
erva average gradi' h' h' . d' ;-oximateJy 20 d 40 . en T us It seems t at, given appropnate con 1-

.-"t-squares g ad~ . m and the un tions' not as restrictive as previously assumed, 
ra lent III the s' . . 

,cJ.e used for th h fl egm: n geothermal gradIents can be measured In shallow 
shown in Ta;le ~:~r ~~ cal~ulatlOr; d~ill holes which will be in reasonable agreeme~t 

.a are availabl . Th e dllll hok, With those measured at greater depths. The condl-
rhe possibiliti e. f e r~:ults are. en,; tions are that the hole not be in an area of high 

, in shallow ~s 10 
n;hlllg ?radICnt; relief, that no obviolls shallow aquifers with 

cwo gradient °fes. e dl~erenc(i moving groundwater be present, and that varia-
s or each dnH hi'" . . 

~udes the effe t f .' 0 t, hons In surface temperature due to vegetation 
c s 0 possIble cond ! • 

1.15 (in gener I h ue·! contrasts or other effects (lakes, recent loggmg, 
a , no t ermal conduc .. ..) T' were collect d f ., CitIes, etc. are, not present. 0 a certalll extent 

. ,,-oIe-effects (:h ~om as 5haH?w a'i the gradient anomalies caused by surface tem-

. e \Iater tables m the; . . b d C . 1 .:n a few met t 50 ; perature vanatlons can e remove. ertam y, 
ers 0 m or so) d'f I 

eight of top h' " I.! the chances for making a succrssful gradient 
dion as well o~ap t .effects, and I measurement are improved if the gradient is 
. e heat Bow '. ear Y It sh?uId be! higher than normal and if more than one hole 

measurements III shal f" "1 bl Th I' [Tradiellts a h' I - III a given area IS aval a e. ese conc uSlOns arr 
to re Igl and ro k-c s are supported by data from a study of the geothermal 

,:rad.ient~ are high, vegetation con
, shll be significant. Some of the 
; .. rected gradients at the \Vood
lOc~li t~ is due to such effects. 
are IndIcated by the difference in 

.. lace temperatures between the 

-en ap . , - n prOXImately 20 and 40 m) ( 
.<eat Ow values (Table 1) , 

t reeted 
!lent . 
~m 

3 
:l 

Difference 
Percent 

-17.5 
+1.4 
+6.3 
-6.7 
-1.8 
-7.9' 
-9.2 
~1.5 

+17.2 
-4.0 
-8.8 
+1.7 

-13.4 
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I 

I 

gradient and heat flow in southeastern Oregon 
where elevation, vegetation, and aquifer effects 
are in general not present (see Bowen and Black
well, 1973). The rocks are mostly relatively un
consolidated lake bed deposits, tuffs, and vol
canics with low thermal conductivities so that the 
gradient, even for a background heat flow of about 
I.S ILcal/cm2 sec, is 4G--SO°Cjkm. In those holes, 
almost without exception, the geothermal gradi
ent is sensibly constant from approximately 20 m 
to (in the absence of conductivity variations) 
the total depth of the drill hole. 

DISCUSSION 

The unique feature of the Marysville anomaly 
is that there are ,no surface manifestations of 
anomalous subsurface temperatures in spite of a 
heat flow 10 times the regional average. Such an 
area of high heat flow is of interest both from its 
contribution to the understanding of the thermal 
structure of the crust and from its possible use as 
a source of thermal energy. 

Many other "blind" geothermal areas such as 
the one described here undoubtedly exist in the 
western U.S. Regional heat flow studies in that 
area Imve delineated three broad regions of high 
heat flow (Roy et ai, I 968b, 1972; Sass et ai, 
1971). The average regional heat flow in these 

zones of high heat flow is about 2.2ILcal/cm2 sec. 
In the areas of high regional heat flow, except in 
extremely unusual situations, heat flow values in 
excess of 3ILcalj cm 2 sec cannot be explained unless 
some extra component of heat flow is present, in 
addition to the mantle component and the com
ponent due to radioactive decay in the crust (see 
Roy et aI, 1968a). Yet of the approximately 200 
measurements (if anything, biased against sites 
near geothermal areas as most are in holes drilled 
for mineral exploration) so far published in the 
high heat-flow zones (Roy et ai, 1968b; Warren 
et aI, 1969; Sass et aI, 1971; etc.), approximately 
10 percent of the measurements have values in 
excess of 3 ILcal/cm2 sec. Thus, there are many 
other areas similar to Marysville in the western 
U.S. However, most of the other areas of extra 
high heat flow are represented by a single mea
surement, whereas at Marysville there are enough 
closely spaced measurements to give some idea of 
the size and intensity of the anomaly . 

Additional geophysical studies are in progress in 
the Marysville area in order to delineate further 
the geographic limits of the anomaly and identify 
the nature of the source. These studies include 
further drilling and a gravity survey. Seismic 
surveys are also planned. Electrical studies of the 
area are in progress by the USGS. The models 
presented above are only considered for order of 
magnitude ideas as to the implications of the heal 
flow data. Further studies should give much more 
definitive information on the source size, shape, 
and intensity . 

At present it is not clear that the area would 
have been recognized by other geophysical in
vestigation. Thus, in high heat flow regions of the 
western U.S., regional hrat-flow studies alone 
may discover many of these "blind" anomalies. 
Such survrys might be sponsorect by state or 
federal agencies in order to delineate anomalous 
areas for further study by government or indus
try. If drill holes 30 m (100 ft) deep can be utilized, 
then many previously drilled shallow holes should 
be available that have been ignored in previous 
regional surveys. The desirable spacing of these 
types of measurements would be less than S km. 
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SHORT NOTES 

THE COVARIANCE c.: 

T. S. EDRINGTON* 

Noise (of seismic and otr:: 

modeled as a shot process, Le_ 
hination of wavelets. Speci= 
random noise process and ii .::. 
waveform of the wavelet, the=: 

X(t) = 1: g(t 

i 
where the Ti are Poisson poiI:.~:i 
ful result (derived by BacklE- i 

this model is that if the wavE.:
across a sensor array, and ii: 
are uniformly distributed ir.:. 
cross-power spectru'm for a v.::.: 
product of the power spectr=-, 
and a zero-order Bessel funer::: 
of Backus et aI, 

In view of the widespreaci '~, 

seems appropriate to offer a =_ 
\'alid derivation. The gene;:-.::.: 
arbitrary distribution of wave: _ 
problem with the derivation c::' 

the upper limit of the sum iL 
In 'general, N is infinite, bue 
with N finite and let it go to i2": 
in the development, If N is C~ 
it is a random variable thaI:_, 
",:hieh case the interchange _ 
r Backus et aI, equation (3)] :_" 

The present note will deri.',-
result 
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